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ABSTRACT
We propose a relatively simple yet powerful model for choosing relevant and non-redundant pieces of information. The model addresses data mining or information retrieval settings where relevance is measured with respect to a set of key or query objects, either specified by the user or obtained by a data mining step. The problem addressed is not only to identify other relevant objects, but also ensure that they are not related to possible negative query objects, and that they are not redundant with respect to each other.

The model proposed here only assumes a similarity or distance function for the objects. It has simple parameterization to allow for different behaviors with respect to query objects. We analyze the model and give two efficient, approximate methods. We illustrate and evaluate the proposed model on different applications: linguistics and social networks. The results indicate that the model and methods are useful in finding a relevant and non-redundant set of results.

While this area has been a popular topic of research, our contribution is to provide a simple, generic model that covers several related approaches while providing a systematic model for taking account of positive and negative query objects as well as non-redundancy of the output.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—Data Mining; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—Relevance feedback, Retrieval models

1. INTRODUCTION
Identification and retrieval of interesting objects is a classical but non-trivial task in data mining and information retrieval. We address a class of problems where one or more query objects has been identified, and the problem is to identify other objects that are relevant with respect to the query objects, but non-redundant with respect to each other. We build on the generic assumption that only a distance (or proximity) measure between objects is available, and we are not concerned whether it is based on similarities between objects or their attributes, similarities of their contexts, their co-occurrences, their relations, or something else. Consider the following examples.

Recommendation systems typically identify new products (e.g., songs) that are either similar to products currently liked by the user or, in collaborative recommendation systems, have been liked by similar users. At the same time, the set of recommendations should have variance. That is, the system should recommend $k$ products, relevant to a given product and non-redundant to each other.

In a text mining setting, the user or a program might want to get an overview of different uses or contexts of given terms. For instance, given root as a query term, words plant, equation, and word constitute a representative set of terms that co-occur with root but represent different contexts (botany, mathematics, and linguistics, respectively). For the two query terms branch and root the terms tree, mathematics, and languages represent contexts in which both query terms occur. For instance, trees have branches and roots, other plants again might have only roots.

While relevance and redundancy have been addressed in numerous applications before (see Section 2 for related work), we are not aware of a general approach to find relevant and non-redundant objects based on distance alone. We propose and formulate the problem of identifying and retrieving a non-redundant set of relevant objects (Section 3) without restricting it to a specific application area.

We start by discussing distance (or proximity) based functions that define relevance with respect to one or more query objects. We then propose how to allow negative query objects in the definition of relevance, to specify which neighborhoods are less relevant. Noting that redundancy between objects can be based on a similar effect of repellance as that of negative query objects, we propose to treat these effects technically in the same way. The result is a relatively simple function that tries to find a balance between relevance with respect to positive query objects, avoidance of neighborhoods of negative query objects, and mutual non-redundancy of objects in the result.

We show that the problem of finding a non-redundant set of relevant objects is submodular and propose simple algorithms for it in Section 4. In Section 5 we report on preliminary experimental results on word relations and senses and with article co-authorships. In Section 6 we conclude with some notes about the results and future work.
2. RELATED WORK

Identifying a set of relevant objects (typically documents) is a classical problem in information retrieval (IR). In typical settings, the selection is primarily based on the information contents of objects. Our problem differs from the main body of IR literature in the following aspects. (1) In our work the objects are not assumed to have attributes or other content. (2) Relevance is based solely on a given proximity function. (3) Queries are specified by objects, not by keywords. We next briefly review some previous work related especially to negative query terms and finding a non-redundant, representative set of results.

Negative query terms and redundancy are well-known in IR. Often, documents containing a negative query term are simply ignored [5], or they are assumed to be least interesting for the user [8]. IR measures that take into account both relevance and redundancy include negative feedback [19] and mixture modeling [20].

Carbonell and Goldstein [1] propose an incremental retrieval method, similar to ours: incrementally find a document that has high relevance to the query, but contains minimal similarity to previously selected documents. Several subsequent approaches are based on “information nuggets” of documents [2, 9], on cumulative gain measures [7, 2], on multiple application specific measures [6], or learn the ranking from diverse orderings [17] to mention only a few.

The problem of finding non-redundant or representative objects has been addressed in numerous other contexts, too. For instance, Lappas et al. [11] use social graphs to find a subset of experts (individuals) who answer the skill requests and can collaborate with each other. Other applications use representatives to eliminate irrelevant and redundant examples in databases to be analyzed by data mining algorithms [18, 15]. Clustering is often used to find representatives, see, e.g., [4, 21, 10].

The model we propose differs from the previous work by providing relatively simple but very flexible and generic measures for finding relevant but non-redundant objects. Our model only relies on a distance or proximity function between objects, and does not assume any other contents or properties for the objects. Potential targets thus range from mining or retrieving atomic concepts to documents and other complex structures whose distance is based on their contents. Rather than proposing complex and specific techniques, we aim to make a step towards a more generic model that covers and unifies some of the previous work.

3. THE MODEL

In order to identify relevant and non-redundant objects, we need to be able to quantify relevance with respect to given query objects, as well as mutual non-redundancy between objects. In this section, we formalize these concepts.

Let \( V \) be a set of objects and \( d : V \times V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) be a distance measure for objects in \( V \). Alternatively, a proximity (i.e., similarity) function \( s : V \times V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) can be given. We will assume that either one is given and identify the other one simply with the inverse \( s(u, v) = 1/d(u, v) \) for all \( u, v \in V \), except that \( s(u, u) = \infty \). We assume that the proximity and distance functions are positive and symmetric. We then define relevance, irrelevance, and non-redundancy as follows.

**Relevance.** The relevance of an object \( u \in V \) with respect to a positive query object \( q \in V \) is defined directly as their proximity:

\[
rel_P(u, q) = s(u, q) = 1/d(u, q).
\]  

(1)

Given a set \( Q_P \subset V \) of (positive) query objects, an object is usually considered to be more relevant if it is relevant to all query objects. For instance, in the branch-root example, the concepts tree, mathematics, and languages are connected to both query terms, branch and root.

A flexible relevance function can be obtained from the Minkowski or p-norm distance \((\sum_{q \in Q_P} d(u, q)^p)^{1/p}\) [13]. As is well known, with \( p = 1 \), the p-norm distance is the sum of the distances, and with \( p = \infty \), it is their maximum. In general, with larger values of \( p \), larger distances dominate the function more.

Since the p-norm is a distance but we want to measure relevance, we define relevance of object \( u \) with respect to a set \( Q_P \) of query objects simply as the inverse of the p-norm:

\[
rel_P(u, Q_P) = \left( \sum_{q \in Q_P} d(u, q)^p \right)^{-\frac{1}{p}}
\]  

(2)

where \( \alpha \geq 1 \). Equation 1 clearly is a special case of this definition when \( Q_P = \{q\} \).

For the sake of illustration, consider a set \( V \) of points on a plane and the Euclidean distance \( d(u, v) \) between points. Different behaviors of relevance for different values of \( \alpha \) are shown in Figure 1 (a)–(d). In Panel (a), with \( \alpha = 1 \), the sum of distances to query points determines the relevance. As a result, all points on the line between the two query points have an equal, highest relevance. Panel (b) illustrates how \( \alpha = 4 \) emphasizes larger distances and, in effect, favors points that are more equally distant to both query points. Panels (c)–(d) show a similar effect for the case of three query points. There, relevance is centered already for a smaller value of \( \alpha \) due to a larger number of query points.

The definition of relevance (Equation 2) has some nice properties. It is monotone decreasing in the distance to each query object (with the exception of \( \alpha = \infty \) when it is a function of the largest distance alone). Further, the formulation as a function of the set of distances guarantees certain simplicity as it rules out complex relevance functions that would depend on the inner structure of the set \( Q_P \) of positive query objects.

**Irrelevance.** In addition to positive query objects, we allow use of negative query objects to specify subjective irrelevance (uninterestiness) of objects. The negative relevance of an object \( u \) with respect to a single negative query object \( q \) is measured with the given similarity or distance function, just like relevance to a single positive query object:

\[
rel_N(u, q) = s(u, q) = 1/d(u, q).
\]  

(3)

A negative query object’s contribution is then \(-rel_N(u, q)\).

Given a set \( Q_N \subset V \) of negative query objects, the question next is how to define the total negative relevance with respect to this set. The situation is subtly different from positive query objects, where relevance of an object was defined to be highest when the object is relevant to all query points (as weighted by parameter \( \alpha \)). The set of negative query objects are usually treated more as a disjunction: the result is irrelevant if it is close to any negative query object. Hence, p-norm would not be a good alternative here, as it would prefer objects centered between all negative query objects.
objects. Consider again the branch-root example: Given equation and plant as negative query objects, mathematics and tree are quite irrelevant, but languages is not.

We base the definition of irrelevance on the sum of similarities, giving more weight to larger similarities, i.e., to more proximal negative query objects. To tune this weighting, each similarity is raised to the power of $\beta \geq 1$: the higher its value is, the more dominant are the most proximal points.

We thus define the negative relevance of object $u$ with respect to a set $Q_N \subset V$ of negative query objects as

$$rel_N(u, Q_N) = \sum_{q \in Q_N} d(u, q)^{-\beta} = \sum_{q \in Q_N} s(u, q)^{\beta}.$$  

Their contribution to overall relevance is then $-rel_N(u, Q_N)$.

For an illustration of the effects of negative query points, consider again a set $V$ of points on a plane. Figure 1 (e)–(f) show the situation for two negative query objects and two different values of $\beta$. In both cases, the effects of negative query objects are concentrated locally around them. Increasing the value of $\beta$ from 1 to 2 increases the concentration quite clearly.

The irrelevance function has desirable properties, too. It is zero if there are no negative query points, the effect of a negative query point infinitely far away is zero, and the function is monotonically decreasing in each distance.

**Relevance vs. irrelevance.** Given positive and negative query objects (sets $Q_P$ and $Q_N$, respectively), the total relevance of object $u$ is defined as

$$REL(u, Q_P, Q_N) = rel_P(u, Q_P) - rel_N(u, Q_N).$$

It favors objects that are centered between the positive query objects and that are not close to any negative one. Given a single positive and single negative query point, it simply measures which one is closer.

Figure 1 (g)–(i) illustrate the combined effect of two positive and two negative query points on a plane. In Panels (g), (h), $\alpha$ grows from 1 to 4, resulting in an increasing emphasis on points more equally distant to both positive query points. In Panels (h)–(i) $\beta$ grows from 2 to 4. With smaller values of $\beta$, the most relevant area is not anymore exactly between the positive query points, but is pushed away by the negative query points. When $\beta$ is increased, the effect decreases.

**Non-redundancy.** The most relevant objects, as defined above, can be close neighbors. While we want to retrieve a list of relevant objects, we also want them to be mutually non-redundant or complementary.

This desirable effect is similar to negative query objects: two objects close to each other are mutually redundant, just like an object close to a negative query object is irrelevant. Consequently, we define redundancy in a similar way that we defined negative relevance.

The redundancy of a set $R \subseteq V$ of objects is defined by

$$\text{red}(R) = \sum_{u,v \in R, u \neq v} d(u, v)^{-\beta} = \sum_{u,v \in R, u \neq v} s(u, v)^{\beta},$$

where $\beta \geq 1$. Redundancy will also contribute negatively to the overall relevance of a set, i.e., by $-\text{red}(R)$.

**A Relevant and Non-redundant Set of Objects.** The overall goal is to find a diverse set of relevant objects according to the user’s query. Using the definitions above, we define the overall relevance and non-redundancy of a set of (retrieved) objects $R \subseteq V$ as

$$REL(R, Q_P, Q_N) = \sum_{u \in R} rel_P(u, Q_P) - rel_N(u, Q_N) - \text{red}(R).$$

We can now present the problem formally. In addition to the positive and negative query objects, assume the user also specifies the number $k$ of objects in the output, and (for practical convenience) a set $V' \subseteq V$ of objects among which to select the output.

Problem definition. Given a set $V$ of objects, a distance function $d(u, v)$ or a proximity function $s(u, v)$ for objects $u, v \in V$, a set $Q_P \subseteq V$ of positive query objects, a set $Q_N \subseteq V$ of negative query objects, a target set $V' \subseteq V$, and an integer $k$, the problem of retrieving a relevant and non-redundant set of objects is to identify a set $R \subseteq V'$ of size $|R| = k$ that maximizes $REL(R, Q_P, Q_N)$.

4. ALGORITHMS

We next present algorithms to find relevant and non-redundant objects. We first analyze the overall relevance and non-redundancy function. We then give two methods, one that greedily produces a ranked list, and one that optimizes the result for a fixed number of objects in the output.

4.1 Problem Analysis

Submodularity. Well-known approximation results exist for submodular functions. The overall relevance $REL(\cdot)$ (Equation 7) obviously is submodular since it satisfies the following diminishing returns property: the marginal gain of
adding an object to a set \( A \) of objects is at least as big as adding it to any of its supersets \( B \supseteq A \).

**Theorem 1.** The overall relevance of Equation 7 is submodular for all \( A \subseteq B \subseteq V' \) and \( x \in V' \setminus B \).

The proof is simple. Function \( REL() \) is submodular if

\[
REL(A \cup \{x\}) - REL(A) \geq REL(B \cup \{x\}) - REL(B).
\]

This clearly holds since the marginal change is

\[
REL(A \cup \{x\}, Q_F, Q_N) - REL(A, Q_F, Q_N) = \text{rel}_p(x, Q_F) - \text{rel}_N(x, Q_N) - \text{rel}_N(x, A)
\]

and \( \text{rel}_N(x, A) \leq \text{rel}_N(x, B) \) if \( A \subseteq B \).

For a submodular function, a greedy algorithm is guaranteed to find a set which achieves at least \( 1/k \) of the optimal score [14]. Unfortunately, the overall relevance \( REL() \) is neither nondecreasing (the marginal change is either positive or negative) nor non-negative. If it was, tighter bounds would apply [14, 3].

Maximizing a submodular function that is neither nondecreasing nor non-negative with an approach that optimizes the result for a fixed number \( k \) incrementally can be bound if one can bound the marginal change [14]. However, the marginal change of the overall relevance is unbounded, since the negative relevance (or redundancy) approaches infinity as the distance to a negative query object (or another object in the result) approaches zero.

**Negative relevance and redundancy.** A greedy algorithm for the problem will iteratively choose object \( u \) to maximize the marginal change of Equation 8, where \( A \) is the set of already chosen relevant objects. As the equation suggests, negative query objects and already selected objects \( A \) can be treated uniformly, and the marginal change is then

\[
REL(A \cup \{u\}, Q_F, Q_N) - REL(A, Q_F, Q_N) = \text{rel}_p(u, Q_F) - \text{rel}_N(u, Q_N \cup A).
\]

This helps make the greedy algorithm very simple as will be seen next.

### 4.2 Greedy Algorithm

The greedy algorithm produces a ranked list of objects in an incremental, greedy fashion with respect to the overall relevance \( REL(u, Q_F, Q_N) \). In each iteration, it finds the currently most relevant object and outputs it. Based on Equation 9, the objects can be simply added to the negative query objects if they are selected. As a result, the 4th object output is non-redundant with respect to first 3 objects already output.

**Greedy algorithm**

1. Repeat until a sufficient number of representatives has been retrieved:
   1.1 Find the most relevant object \( r \) w.r.t. \( Q_F \) and \( Q_N \)
   1.2 Output \( r \) and add it to \( Q_N \)

As an example, consider points on a plane, two positive and one negative query point. Figure 2 illustrates how the greedy algorithm incrementally picks points from the plane.

The loop of the greedy algorithm is iterated \( O(k) = O(R) \) times. The most complex task in the loop is the identification of the next most relevant object. If distances are known (or computed in constant time), then computing the relevances and finding the most relevant one(s) can be done in time \( O(|V'|) \). Hence, the total time complexity is \( O(k|V'|) = O(|V'|) \).

### 4.3 Iterative Algorithm

Even though the greedy algorithm makes the best possible choice with respect to \( REL(u, Q_F, Q_N) \) in each step, the set of top \( k \) objects is not necessarily optimal for any \( k \) except \( k = 1 \). The iterative algorithm, in turn, produces a non-redundant set of \( k \) relevant objects, where \( k \) is given. The algorithm takes \( k \) objects as input, used as an initial solution that is then iteratively improved. In each iteration, the algorithm takes one of the \( k \) objects and replaces it by the optimal one, given the \( k - 1 \) other current objects. When no improvements can be achieved, the algorithm stops.

**Iterative algorithm**

1. Get an initial solution \( R \) of \( k \) objects (e.g. random)
2. Repeat while \( R \) changes:
   2.1 Find the optimal swap of any object \( r \) in \( R \) to any object not in \( R \)
   2.2 If the swap improves the result, implement it

The iterative algorithm stops when it converges, but it may converge to a local optimum. The algorithm as such is deterministic (except when there are ties) so the initial solution \( R \) clearly could have an important effect on the quality of the result. We therefore propose the following alternatives to initializing it: (1) Run the greedy algorithm first (for \( k \) iterations at least) and then use the top \( k \) objects from it as the initial solution to the iterative algorithm. (2) Give \( k \) random objects as the initial solution. Optionally run the iterative algorithm several times with different random seeds and choose the result that maximizes \( REL(R, Q_F, Q_N) \).

The algorithm is guaranteed to stop assuming that \( V' \) is finite: the number of possible configurations of \( k \) objects is finite, and since the solution is changed only if it is improved, the algorithm never returns to a previous solution. Unfortunately the number of possible solutions is exponential.
5. EXPERIMENTS

We will first illustrate the concepts and methods in a linguistic setting, analysing relations between words. We then study co-authorship relations between computer scientists, looking for researchers related to C. Faloutsos and J. Han.

5.1 Word Relations and Senses

Test Setting. In the first setting, objects are English words and their proximity is measured by co-occurrence statistics in a corpus. The goal will be to test how the proposed model manages to separate different uses (or senses or contexts) of a given word. The corpus in our test is 2008/9 Wikipedia Selection for schools1, a collection of about 5500 wikipedia articles of 20 million words in total. The text was processed using standard techniques (see, e.g., [12]): lower-casing, removing common words (so called stop words) and punctuation, and lemmatizing (transforming words to their canonical forms). Statistics of word co-occurrences within sentences were evaluated using a multinomial model and the log-likelihood ratio test.

Results. Reliable systematic testing of how well relevant and non-redundant words represent different senses is difficult, so we present some illustrative results in Table 1.

The two most relevant non-redundant words associated to bank, for instance, are reserve (which corresponds to sense #5 of bank in the WordNet dictionary: “a supply or stock held in reserve for future use”), and river (sense #1: “sloping land […] beside a body of water”). The third most relevant word is gaza, as in Gaza Strip, which occurs in the specific context of the West Bank of the Jordan river. The fourth most relevant word is credit (sense #2: “a credit card processing bank”). The fifth most relevant word is international, which does not correspond to any WordNet sense of bank (or banking), but is highly ranked, because it occurs often in the corpus in phrases like “international banking”.

Table 1: Top five words ranked as relevant and non-redundant by the greedy algorithm for α = 4, β = 2 and different words and a word pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bank</th>
<th>star</th>
<th>root</th>
<th>branch, root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reserve</td>
<td>planet</td>
<td>plant</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>river</td>
<td>trek</td>
<td>equation</td>
<td>indo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaza</td>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
<td>sirius</td>
<td>irrationality</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>international</td>
<td>movie</td>
<td>unity</td>
<td>equation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For star, we observe several relevant words from the astronomical context, but also one name (Star Trek) and the sense of being a celebrity or movie star. For root, the three first relevant words represent different WordNet senses, but the other two relate to the earlier ones.

For branch and root as the positive query terms, the three first relevant words again represent different contexts: botanics (tree), mathematics, and languages (indo). The other two terms relate to the context of mathematics as well.

The purpose of these results is not to shed new light on word sense disambiguation or related tasks. Rather, the aim is to illustrate that the generic model is able to perform a non-trivial task without being specifically tuned for it.

1http://schools-wikipedia.org
2http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

5.2 Co-authorship Relations

Test Setting. Next, we used co-authorships extracted from DBLP3 (Digital Bibliography & Library Project) of Oct 6th, 2010. We extracted a network of 20 authors and 45 co-authorships connecting C. Faloutsos and J. Han and used pairwise similarities proportional to a cumulative distribution function [16] in the range [0,1]. Further, the proximity of two authors, especially when not co-authors, was defined using the best path between them, taking the product of pairwise similarities along the path as the final proximity.

Results. The top eight relevant and non-redundant authors obtained with the greedy algorithm are shown in the left column of Table 2. They are all prominent researchers that are relatively closely related to Faloutsos and Han by direct or indirect co-authorship relations. The first four of the chosen authors have never published together according to DBLP, so they are likely to represent different communities or areas relevant to Faloutsos and Han. The spread of the results is also illustrated by the fact that many of the first eight authors come from different countries.

In contrast, if redundancy is ignored and the computation is based only on relevance, a redundant set of authors is obtained (Table 2, right column). The eight most relevant authors are highly connected to each other in the co-authorships graph, and come from either the US or Canada.

Table 2: Eight most relevant and non-redundant authors (left) or just relevant authors (right column) for \( Q_R = \{ C. \ Faloutsos, J. \ Han \} \) α = 4, and β = 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rel. and non-redundancy</th>
<th>Relevance only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.S. Yu IL, USA</td>
<td>P.S. Yu IL, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Srivastava NJ, USA</td>
<td>R.T. Ng Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.J. Zhang China</td>
<td>S. Papadimitriou NY, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Tao Hong Kong</td>
<td>L.V.S. Lakshmanan Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Liu WA, USA</td>
<td>H.V. Jagadish MI, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Chin Ooi Singapore</td>
<td>X. Yan CA, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.K. Sellis Greece</td>
<td>J. Yang OH, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Gao IL, USA</td>
<td>W. Fan NY, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of algorithms. Let us next compare the algorithmic variants when a fixed number k of objects should be given as result. We compare four different approaches:

3http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
(1) finding relevant and non-redundant nodes with the greedy algorithm and taking the top \(k\) nodes, (2) finding them initially with the greedy algorithm and improving the results with the iterative algorithm, (3) picking \(k\) nodes randomly initially and improving the results with the iterative algorithm, and (4) simply picking \(k\) nodes randomly.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the four algorithmic variants. The three first ones, using the greedy and iterative algorithms, are practically indistinguishable while the random results are systematically inferior. This indicates that the result of the greedy algorithm is, in addition to being a ranking of the nodes, also a good choice for any given \(k\). Another observation is that the iterative algorithm performed equally well with random initialization as it does with initial ranking obtained by the greedy algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper is a step towards a generic approach to problems where a non-redundant set of relevant objects should be found, given positive and negative query objects and a distance measure. We based our definitions of relevance, irrelevance and non-redundancy only on object distance or proximity. We analyzed the problem and gave two algorithms: one that greedily ranks a given set of objects, and another one for finding an optimal set of objects when the size of the set is fixed. We performed experiments with real data from linguistics and co-authorship, to illustrate the set-size of the set is fixed. We performed experiments with real data from linguistics and co-authorship, to illustrate the behavior of the methods and parameters. (4) It would be interesting to adapt and apply the approach to different applications, e.g., networks and probabilistic data.
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